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I. Introduction

Recent literature in the field of deafness has
noted a shift from what is called the "clinical-

pathological" to what is called the "cultural"

view ofdeafness(Baker and Cokely, 1980). This
is to say that deaf people, and those who work
with them, are increasingly viewing the deaf
community as a linguistic and cultural minority
rather than as a collection of individuals with a

similar

disability.

In

an

earlier

article

(Glickman, 1983), this writer suggested that
when hearing counselors work with culturally
deaf clients, they are working cross-culturally.
The literature and insights of the field of crosscultural counseling would therefore be relevant

to work with culturally deaf clients. By "cultur
ally deaf' 1 mean, at the least, those persons
who are proficient in American Sign Language
(ASL), have attended residential schools for

deaf children, and who identify with and are
accepted by the deaf community (Padden,
1980).

This cultural model for understanding deaf
people raises new questions I have not seen
addressed in the literature. I have noticed in

people may be overlooking the sizeable number
of hearing-impaired people who are not com
fortably culturally deaf. How do we help, for
instance, the large number ofhearing-impaired
students who are graduating from mainstream
programs without a clear affiliation for either

the deaf or hearing world as they struggle to
define themselves in relation to both? What are

the identity and cultural concerns of the hardof-hearing student from a school for deaf chil
dren? What conflicts do orally trained students
experience when they finally discover sign lan
guage and the deaf community? How am I, a
hearing counselor who is not a member of the
deaf community, to appreciate deaf culture?

How do I incorporate cultural concerns into my
work, especially with clients uneasy about their
relationships to the deaf community? Do I be
lieve it is more healthy for deafpeople to affiliate
with the deaf or hearing world and how is my
belief manifested in my work? The purpose of
this paper is to explore these concerns further
and to suggest how deaf and hearing cultural
issues impact upon the mental health ofhearingimpaired people.

my work as a vocational rehabilitation counselor

with deaf persons that many of my clients do
not fit that definition of cultural deafness. Cer

tainly there is a community of culturally deaf
people, but I meet many hearing-impaired
people whose identity and cultural affiliation
are not resolved, who experience themselves
as "between two worlds" (Luey, 1980). Un
doubtedly, this is partially because vocational
rehabilitation counselors work with many
clients when they are just beginning adulthood,
a time where, as Erikson has explained, identity
resolution is a chief concern. This is a time

when young people in our culture normally ask
themselves, "Who am I?" These persons will
also ask themselves,"How do I fit into the deaf

and hearing worlds?"
In the great rush to validate the notion of
deaf culture, deafness professionals and deaf

n. Culturally deaf, culturally hearing, and
bicultural deaf people
As mentioned, culturally deaf people gener
ally are defined as those hearing-impaired
people who are proficient in ASL, attended re

sidential schools for deaf children, and identify
with and are accepted by the deafcommmunity.
Beyond this standard definition, the meaning
ofcultural deafness is less clear. The challenging
question, I believe, is whether there is a particu
larly deaf(and therefore a particularly hearing)
way of viewing the world. My sense is that
there is, though research in this area is very
limited. A beginning was made by Nash and
Nash(1978,1981)who categorized deafcommu
nity attitudes towards hearing people according
to how much hearing people are perceived as
"like us" or "like them." Other writers (Jacobs,
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1974; Benderly, 1980; Kannapel, 1976)have de
scribed, anecdotally, aspects of a deaf point of
view.

I'd like to suggest that a key element ofa deaf
world view is an affirmative view of deafness

and a critical view of the hearing world. Deaf
ness is seen as positive because of the enjoy
ment deafpeople getfrom interaction with each
other, in ASL, at their own social events. Cul

turally deaf people know that precious com
munication happens with other culturally deaf
people. Communication with anyone else, in
cluding many hearing people who have learned
sign, is strained, awkward, and fhistrating. This
positive attitude towards deafness is demon
strated by the desire of some deaf parents to
have deaf children. From a hearing point of
view, this attitude is difficult to understand.
One is even tempted to label it pathological.
From a deaf perspective, it is merely the desire
any person has to raise children like oneself, to
have one's children belong to one's own social
group and culture.
The difference between a deaf and hearing

point of view was clear to me at a funeral of
a deaf man I recently attended. During the
eulogy, the preacher remarked that this man
was now in Heaven with his Lord and he was

now "communicating with his hands in his poc
kets." He no longer needs sign, the preacher
continued. He can now speak. He can now hear.
He is now healed. The preacher's bias was
caught by an astute deaf woman who wondered
why he assumed that deaf people go to Heaven
and leam speech but not that hearing people
go to Heaven and leam sign. "Does he think
that when French people die, they go to
Heaven and leam English?"she asked, annoyed
also by his assumption that deaf people are de
fective and that when they die they are"healed"
and become hearing people. This deaf woman,
who had been a close friend of the deceased

man, asked to say a few words at the grave site.
Signing through an interpreter, she remarked
that this man had signed all of his life and that
signing was his preferred mode of communica
tion. She even suspected he was already at work
with Laurent Clerc developing yet another kind
of sign. Heaven Sign Language (HSL).
How does one understand this deaf woman's

response to the preacher? Was she unjustifiably
defensive towards a well-meant, harmless

remark or was she countering the preacher's

anti-deafprejudice with a eulogy her deaffriend
would have wanted? Was the preacher celebrat
ing the deceased man, as he intended, or insult
ing the deceased man, as was perceived? This
is a cultural conflict. The answer depends on
whether one adopts a deaf or hearing point of
view.

An important part of this deaf viewpoint is
anger towards hearing people. Jacobs(1974)ar
gued that deaf children of hearing parents are
more likely to harbor a secret resentment of
hearing people than deaf children of deaf par
ents. Benderly(1980) notes that deaf people do
not resent being deaf as much as they resent
their mistreatment by hearing people.
Talk with even very worldly deaf people
educated in the old way, and in more
cases than not you will find, surprisingly
close to the surface, and barely hidden
by education, good manners, humor or
experience, the running sores of anguish
and resentment, the gaping, unstanchable wounds of wrongs done decades be
fore; a bottomless fury; an identical litany
of slapped hands, tied wrists, punish
ments, scoldings, tedium, humiliation
(p. 229).
It would be helpful if more research was di
rected at widening our understanding of the
attitudes and viewpoints that separate deaffrom
hearing people. Most researchers, however,
still operate from the hearing assumption that
deafness is a tragedy to be treated, cured, or
adjusted to. Beyond lip serivce, deafness pro
fessionals pay little attention to ASL and deaf
culture. Thus we see a surge of interest in ,
cochlear implants. We also see Gallaudet Col
lege close its Linguistic Research Laboratory
and establish an interpreting policy that man
dates translation of spoken English into sign in
English word order with out ASL features
(Stokoe, 1985). Such policies reflect that con
tinuing hearing bias that English is superior to
ASL, that curing deafness is more important
than widening our understanding of deaf cul
ture and heritage.
Deafpeople do not necessarily want deafiiess
to be cured any more than gay people want
homosexuality to be cured. Counselors who
work with peole who identify with a minority
community must understand that these persons
do not necessarily view what sets them apart
as a defect, though they may, to be sure, have
Vol. 20 No. 2 October 1986
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internalized some of society's negative views of
their group, When these persons can affirm

themselves as members oftheir minority group,
they will resent professionals who try to cure
them of their alleged defect rather than help
them cope creatively with the oppression they
face. Perhaps the most difficult thing for hearing
people to understand is why deaf people may
resent us. It's easier to understand if we our

selves are members ofsome minority group and
have ambivalent or negative feelings about the
majority society.

Here is is important to acknowledge that for
some deaf people, deafness will never be ex
perienced as other than a tragic loss. This is

true for people who are firmly culturally hearing
and then become deaf; in other words, for post-

because they rarely learn to delight in sign,
they will probably not get much beyond a pain
ful acceptance of themselves as handicapped
people. Despite their hearing loss, these people
remain culturally hearing and maintain a cul
turally hearing view of deafness.
We find, then, culturally deaf people with
little understanding of or affinity towards the
hearing world and culturally hearing deaf
people who may not even know about, much
less appreciate, deafculture. Then there is that
amazing group of deaf and hearing people who
are genuinely bicultural. Interpreters are the
classic example of bicultural people. Any good
interpreter knows that interpreting is far more
than translating from one language to another.
It is translating from one world to another,

vocationally deafened adults. Luey and Per-Le

knowing so intimately how each group ofpeople

(1983) have written about these deafened adults

experience a situation that one can describe it

in this light. Of people who acquire a hearing
loss late in life, they write, "their language,
their identities and their cultural and educa

tional experiences are those of hearing
people—They are unlike people who were
born deafbecause they are products ofa hearing
culture"(N.P.). Although some deafened adults
may choose to learn sign language and explore
the deaf community, it is probably more com
mon for these people to continue to associate
with their hearing friends and family. They gen
erally see no reason why,just because they are
deaf, they should join the deaf community. In
deed, even if they did so desire, they would
not be readily accepted by culturally deaf
people. The fact that they have deafness in com
mon is ofrelatively little importance in compari
son with their vastly different experiences of
the world. It is important for counselors who
sign and who have enthusiasm for deaf culture

not to assume, flippantly, that happiness for the
deafened adult lies in learning ASL and joining
the deaf community and that anything less than
this constitutes a denial of their deafness. For

these people, deafness will probably always be
experienced as a tragic loss. They will think
back with pain and yearning, remembering the
exuberance of music, the chirping of birds, the
easy flow ofcasual conversation. Counselors can

help them to accept their deafness, to learn
speech reading, to maintain control over their
speech, perhaps to learn some sign. However,

because they will not experience the positive
side of deafness, which is the social side, and

in terms readily accessible to both. Hearing

children of deaf parents and culturally deaf
people who are audiologically hard-of-hearing
have a natural access to both worlds and can

easily become bicultural. More interesting are
those culturally deaf and hearing people who,
through their own efforts to educate themselves
about the corresponding culture, make them
selves into bicultural persons. These learn to
appreciate that not everything a minority com
munity does is right or healthy just because it
is a minority and that to be a cultural minority
without access to an understanding ofthe wider
civilization is profoundly limiting. They also ap

preciate that minority persons get their sense
of self and strength to navigate the larger world
through their strong identification with their
community and that the larger world rarely of
fers the kind ofintimate and satisfying exchange
that one can get from one's own people. They
can see validity in the ways that both com
munities approach a problem and appreciate
how and why misunderstandings occur. Their
sense of self is complex. Their approach to the
world is sophisticated. Because they are not
investing energy in either obsessively trying to
deny their differences or in rejecting everything
the larger world offers as oppressive, they may
he psychologically the most whole and inte
grated persons. Educators who teach minority
children might benefit by asking themselves
whether they hold out for their students this

bicultural ideal or whether they collude with
one or the other culture (usually the majority
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one) by denying their students one-halfof their
heritage.
111. Culturally marginal hearing-impaired
people
The idea of cultural marginality comes from
the 1937 study by Everette Stonequist titled,

me, a world of difference between someone

genuinely at home in two cultures and someone
not fully at home in either. The former would
presumably be fluent or near fluent in both
languages and would be able to act in a natural
way in social situations of either group. The
latter may be fluent in one or neither language

The Marginal Man. Stonequist writes that "the

and will be ambivalent about where he does or

individual who through migration, education,
marriage or some other influence leaves one
social group or culture without making a satis

should belong. Only the former should be con

factory adjustment to another finds himself on
the margin of each but a member of neither."
He describes the psychological plight of indi
viduals whose loyalty and identity is divided
between two or more social groups. The world
view of marginal people, according to
Stonequist, is characterized by uncertainty and
ambivalence. These people are "torn between
two courses ofaction, and [are]unable to calmly
take the one and leave the other" (N.P.).
The identity conflict of Hispanic Americans
can be used as an example. Hispanic Americans

differ from deaf people in being an ethnic
minority and thereby always sharing their
minority status with their parents. They have
in common with deaf people the fact that the
language of their subculture is other than Eng
lish. This is not to say that all Hispanic Amer
icans are native users of Spanish or even that
they all know Spanish. The loyalty of Hispanic
Americans to a particular Hispanic subculture
(Chicano, Puerto Rican, Cuban, etc.) varies de
pending on their degree of acculturation into
American society. Ruiz (Sue, 1981) notes that
the cultural identity of Hispanic Americans can
be thought of as varying along a continuum.

A given Hispanic may be "completely
Hispanic"(the example was given...of a
new immigrant) or may be "completely
Anglo"(that is, totally acculturated to the
general culture of the United States. But
almost certainly, the majority of Hispanics fall at some intermediate point be
tween these two extremes, that is, most,

are bicultural (N.P.).
The last statement needs to be examined

further. It is one thing to note that members
of a given minority group identify, to a greater
or lesser degree, with both the minority and
majority society. That is to be expected. It is
another matter to assume that all those in-

between are bicultural. There is, it seems to

sidered bicultural. The latter should be consi

dered culturally marginal.
It may be helpful to conceptualize the possi
ble states of a cultural identity for persons in
bicultural contexts as follows. A person can be
monocultural in the minority culture(culturally
separate), monocultural in the majority culture

(culturally assimilated), bicultural or culturally
marginal. A person can also be in between these
states, more comfortable in one culture than
the other, but familiar with both. These pos
sibilities can be diagrammed as follows:
FIGURE 1

Variation In Cultural Identity
Of Persons in Bicultural Contexts
bicultural

(identifies with both cultures)
culturally separate
culturally assimilated
(identifies with
(identifies with
minority only)
majority only)
culturally marginal
(identifies with neither culture)

This is, of course, a model, a way to concep
tualize differences that are usually blurry in real
ity. Yet I have found this scheme helpful in under
standing my clients and in developing a point of
view towards deaf culture. I have been impresed
that there often seems to be both a deaf and a

hearing approach to a situation. Even the terms
of the discussion ("deaf', "hearing-impaired",
"hard-of-hearing", and "hearing") have different
meanings to culturally deafand culturallly hearing
people. As used by audiologists, otologists,
teachers of the deaf, and other representatives of
the hearing establishment, these words refer to
the biological fact of the degree of hearing loss.
"Hearing impaired" is a global term covering all
degrees of hearing loss. "Deaf' is usually defined
as the inability to understand speech. "Hard-ofhearing" refers to mild or moderate losses that do
not preclude the understanding ofspeech. Hearing
people also use the word "hearing-impaired" as a
euphemism for"deaf because they wrongly assume
Vol. 20 No. 2 October 1986
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that deaf people are always insulted by the
term. Culturally deaf people, by contrast, use
these terms in vastly different ways. For them,
"deaf is a positive term, often signed with
puffed cheeks and enthusiasm. Another slang
sign, where the thumb is placed in the ear and
four other fingers flap downward, is used affec
tionately by deaf people to mean "completely
deaf or "deafy." Its use seems to be similar to
that of black people calling each other "niggers"
or of gay men calling each other "faggots."
These terms used incorrectly by outsiders are
offensive, but used correctly by insiders con
note solidarity. Similarly, the terms "hearingimpaired" and "hard-of-hearing" connote per
sons who identify with and act like hearing
people, regardless of their actual hearing loss.
For a culturally deaf person to suggest that
another deaf person is "hard-of-hearing" or
"hearing-impaired" can be a subtle insult, akin
to a black person calling another black a
"negro." When the sign for "hearing" is moved
to the forehead, it takes on the meaning "thinks
like a hearing person" and is similar to the idea
of an "Uncle Tom" or an "Oreo," for which

many minorities have a term. Deafand hearing
people may, then, use the same vocabulary dif
ferently and have different assumptions in mind
when they talk about deafness.
Culturally marginal deaf people are caught
between a community which views deafness as
an asset and a community which views deafness
as a loss. Unlike the culturally hearing deafper
son, for whom deafness is usually a tragedy,
the culturally marginal deaf person has had
some exposure to signing and the deafcommu
nity and has some inkling that there is a suppor
tive network where deafness brings people to
gether. The culturally marginal deafperson may
express negative stereotypes about culturally
deaf people, for instance, that they are stupid,
isolated, unhappy and socially awkward. It is
to be expected that someone easily identified
as a stigmatized minority would be acutely sen
sitive to all these stereotypes. One sees this in
people just admitting their homosexuality.
Dank (1979) and Weinberg (1978) found that
people discovering their homosexuality were
blocked from identifying themselves as gay as
long as they held on to traditionally negative
stereotypes (i.e., that gay men are effeminate
and hate women and that gay women are hypermasculine and hate men). Once they met gay

people and discoverd that gay people are "just
like me," their stereotypes crumbled and that
aspect of their identity could be resolved. One
could hypothesize a similar process ofculturally
marginal deaf people exploring the social mean
ing of their deafness. A counselor could help
them to meet culturally deaf people, have their
stereotypes about deafness challenged, and, in
a sense, "come out" as deaf people.
I believe that culturally marginal deaf people
are most likely to be found in three groups:
mainstreamed deafstudents, orally trained deaf
students who move towards signing and the
deaf community after they have finished their
schooling, and hard-of-hearing students who
are involved in schools for deaf children or the

deaf community. Many of these persons are
likely to be seen by vocational rehabilitation
counselors because they are at an age where
they arejustfinishing high school and beginning
work, trade school, or college. Whenever I
sense that a client is culturally marginal, I raise
the issue by asking questions like:"Do you call
yourself 'deaf, 'hard-of-hearing', or 'hearingimpaired'?""Do you feel more comfortable with
deaf or hearing people?""Would you rather be
in a deaf school, a hearing school with a deaf
classroom or a completly hearing environ
ment?" I often ask point blank, "There is the
deaf world and the hearing world. Where do
you fit?" I don't expect clear answers to these
questions. My point is more to raise the topic
for discussion. My clients don't know how to
answer, but they never have trouble under
standing that they are "between two worlds."
As increasing numbers of deaf students are
mainstreamed in hearing settings, the issue of
cultural marginality assumes greater impor
tance. Most of the mainstreamed students with

whom I have worked are still uncertain at the

end of high school about the kind of learning
environment in which they do best. Their par
ents have usually "bought" the idea of
mainstreaming because they cling to the hope
their children can be normal; but by late high
school, social and academic problems are often
well established. Many of these students are
socially isolated. The great pains they take to
hide hearing aids behind hair and their unwil
lingness to sit in the front row or make teachers
aware of their hearing difficulty reveals their
continuing embarrassment about it. These stu
dents want to be normal, which to them is to
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be hearing, yet interaction with hearing peers
is all too often strained and frustrating. They
may or may not sign, but they rarely know ASL.
They take great pride in distinguishing them
selves from the students at the school for deaf

children. They will mouth the platitudes they
have heard all their lives, which are that this

is a hearing world and one has to be able to get
along. They may disparage sign language and
resist learning it. Yet beneath all this posturing
are people who long for communication, under
standing, and solid relationships. They must be
given permission to question the educational
placements that have been made for them and
the resulting social situation in which they find
themselves.

These identity concerns have an important
role in vocational planning. Many clients or
their parents will rule out Gallaudet College
because they perceive it as "too deaf'. At the
same time, oral or mainstreamed clients who

go on to Gallaudet or the National Technical
Institute for the Deafwithout adequate cultural
preparation may face social rejection when they
get there. Several clients have complained to
me that some deaf students at NTID refiased

to use their voices. One said that he was doing
his best to leam sign, so they should do their
best to speak. Another argued that speaking
and signing at the same time was a fair com
promise. The fact that this young man had ex
cellent speech and did not know ASL did not

lead him to appreciate that not all deaf people
can make their voices intelligible or that his
lack of skill in ASL was also a barrier to com
munication. This client also admitted that he

sometimes doesn't sign because he wants to
give other deafstudents practice in lip reading.
"After all," he said, "it's a hearing world." I
believe that the best way I could handle this
situation is not to collude with him in his hearing
attitude that simultaneous speech and sign is a
genuine compromise, that speech is superior
to sign, and that deaf people should not group
together. Those particular students who have
been taught to disparage deaf culture need to
be challenged to validate it by people in author
ity positions. This can mean defending the idea
ofsigning without voice and defending the need
deaf students may have of grouping together
and not associating with hearing or hearingidentified peers.
At the same time, I am not advocating that
6
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counselors take unequivocal stances in defense
ofdeafculture. The same client discussed above

rightly pointed out that deaf people can hide
behind the idea of deaf culture. They can ex
plain and justify any bad habit because it al
legedly comes from deaf culture. This became
clear to me one day when I was teaching a
career awareness class to deaf high school
seniors. The class was not going well. The stu
dents were not paying attention to me,nor were
they discussing the material I brought to them.
I found myselfrepeatedly interrupting students
who were signing to each other about social or
personal issues. Finally, I stopped the class in
exasperation and asked the students what was
going on. I complained of the difficulty I was
having in getting their attention. One student
confidently raised his hand and commented that
deaf students always talk to each other during
class and that this was deaf culture. At that

point, I realized the students had a potent
weapon for silencing me. They knew I wanted
to support deaf culture and they found a way
to turn this to their advantage. Later I dis
cussed this problem with several culturally deaf
peers. They informed me that it was indeed
part of deaf culture for students to sign to each
other while the teacher was lecturing. The stu
dents, I was told, generally don't understand
the teacher and need to explain to each other
what is going on. "Well," I said, "I could
certainly understand that. But the students
weren't explaining to each other what I meant
to say. They weren't participating in career
awareness activities. They were talking about

the Red Sox!" It may or may not be part ofdeaf
culture to disregard the teacher during class.
But if the classroom discussions are not condu

cive to learning, how can the teacher allow
them?

As a vocational counselor, I am concerned

that my clients achieve at their highest

academic and vocational potential. Suppose an
intellectually gifted deafclient does not receive
support from peers for academic excellence.
Suppose this person does mediocre class work
because he or she is always distracted from
studies and ridiculed for taking intellectual
achievement seriously. My sense is that deaf
culture validates achievements in sports much
more than achievement in academics and that,

for the culturally deaf person who wishes to
pursue advanced studies, deaf culture is a
Vol. 20 No. 2 October 1986
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mixed blessing. This dynamic is familiar to
any person from a low socioeconomic group
who begins to excel educationally or profes
sionally. What happens to people from a
ghetto when they make it to college, achieve
at high levels, gain high status professional
employment, and then return to their commu
nity? If high educational achievement has not

been common in that community, chances are
the achieving individual will be viewed with
a mixture of envy and resentment. The com
munity may feel that the achieving individual

IV. what is healthy adjustment for the
culturally-marginal deaf person?
Stonequist noted three ways to resolve a mar
ginal identity. "One form of adjustment, or at

least ofpartial adjustment,for the marginal man
is found through identification with the subor

dinate or oppressed group and perhaps the as
sumption of a role of leadership in that group"
(N.P.). This is the pose adopted by persons not
raised in the deaf community who suddenly
attend all of its functions, surround themselves

their heritage; but a counselor is also con

with culturally deaf people, and become strong
advocates of ASL even when they do not sign
fluently in ASL. It is a path open to students
attending a program for deaf persons like Gallaudet. For several years they can "try on" a

cerned with the individual achievement and
self-actualization of clients even when that

their full view of themselves.

is "getting a swelled head","putting on airs",
or even becoming an "Uncle Tom." A coun

selor may wish to help clients feel proud of

achievement breaks traditional cultural pat
terns.

I believe that hearing counselors need to ap
preciate how deaf people have been oppressed

by the hearing world and why their anger at
us is legitimate. At the same time, focusing
on society is not productive ifthe clients never

move beyond their anger to some effective
response and if clients never come to believe

deaf identity and integrate their deafness into

A model was recently developed from the
study of blacks and Asians which plots their
developing cultural awareness. Based on these
ethnic groups, the model is relevant to cultur
ally marginal deaf persons who embrace deaf
culture. According to Atkinson, Morton, and

Sue (Sue, 1981), this model has five stages:
1. A conformity stage where people prefer
the domminant cultural values, disparage their

that despite this social oppression, they can

own minority group, and internalize stereo-

affect their own destiny. In addition, not ev

typically negative views of that group.
2. A dissonance stage where people's con
ceptions of the dominant and minority groups
are challenged and the individual begins to

erything presented as a cultural conflict may
really be one. Even culturally deafpeople may
not always know what behavior exemplifies a
cultural pattern and what behavior is a per

search for new answers.

sonal idiosyncrasy. Cultural conflicts can
easily be confused with issues of adolescent

3. A resistance and emersion stage where
they actively reject the dominant culture and

rebellion. A marginal deaf person may em

whole-heartedly embrace the minority culture.
4. An introspection stage where they ques
tion the extreme separatist stance adopted in

brace deaf culture out of frustration with the
lack of communication at home or as a means

of hurting parents, or a marginal deaf person
can reject deaf culture out of an overly close
identification with parents or out of fear of
alienating parents. To ask marginal clients to
think about themselves in relation to the deaf

and hearing world is at once to ask them to
judge how they have been treated as deaf

people, as students, and as family members.
A move towards deaf culture may signify a

break from family. A move towards hearing
culture may signify overdependency and
immaturity. The counseling issues are at
once intimate and global, and it is no mean

Stage 3.

5. An awareness stage where they come to
a fair, realistic understanding of both cultures
and develop a bicultural identity.
Following this model, culturally marginal
deaf persons might embrace deaf culture mid
way through the process ofdefining themselves.
An essential component of this process would
be developing awareness about the oppression
of deaf people by hearing people and, con
sequently, the acceptance and expression of
anger towards hearing people. I believe that

feat to help clients navigate this rocky

hearing professionals should not be threatened
by this anger, should not rush to defend them

terrain.

selves, and should, in some instances, even
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encourage it. The only way to establish oneself
as an ally of deaf people who are realizing their
anger towards hearing people is to allow and
validate those feelings. It may even be neces
sary to help the client arrange to see a deaf
professional in one's place. Needless to say, the
assumption of this model is that deaf people,
allowed a separatist stage, will eventually move
beyond it to the presumably more healthy, and
certainly less threatening, bicultural identity.
The second way which Stonequist noted that
culturallly marginal persons could resolve iden
tity confusion is through identification with the
mainstream community. In my experience, I

find this very common because society-at-large
holds out the dominant life-style as the ideal
one. Most marginal deaf persons have been led
to believe that if they just try hard enough,
they can overcome their handicap. They can fit
in. They easily pick up hearing biases against
sign language and the deafcommunity and may
view learning to sign and socializing with deaf
people as kinds offailure. Even if they desired
to join the deaf community, they wouldn't
necessarily be welcomed, especially if they de
monstrated hearing attitudes by insisting on
speech and commenting on everyone's English
skills. According to the Atkinson, Morten, and
Sue model, deaf people who identify rigidly
with the hearing world can be thought of as in
the earliest, and implicitly least healthy, stage
of identity development. Is this view fair? Is it
necessarily unhealthy, even if it is unpopular,
to be "hearing-identified?" Perhaps this
model is as simple and as false as the traditional
view, which is that it is unhealthy to be deafidentified.

The third way of resolving marginality
Stonequist described is by adopting what he
calls an intermediary role, such a person be
comes fluent in both languages, comprehends
and appreciates the social mores of each world,
and helps others to translate from one world to
the other. As mentioned, the prototypical inter
mediary is the interpreter, a role only partially
open to deafpeople. I have had the good fortune
to know several hearing-impaired bicultural
people, and have found they are often audiologically hard-of-hearing people who attended deaf
schools. It is easy enough to speak about biculturality, but unless one has such a natural access
to both cultures, it is notoriously difficult
to develop bilingual fluency, much less an
8
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appreciation of the nuances and ponts of view
of each culture. The minority and majority cul
tures are not presented to the individual as a
set of equally valid perspectives on the world
from which one can freely select. The minority

and majority cultures conflict with each other
and, on key points, sharply disagree. Social in
stitutions, like schools for deaf children, are very
much concerned with the kind ofcultural orien

tation their students develop(Glickman, 1984).

For many, becoming a successful intermediary
between cultures must be the end point of a
long and painful psychological struggle.
Is biculturality the ideal? It presents itself as
an easy solution with which surely everyone
can live. Must we reject assimilation or cultural
separation as too extreme solutions or as mere

stages on the road to the bicultural ideal? Can
a prelingually deaf person aspire toward full
integration into the hearing society or total sep
aration into the deaf community and still be a
happy, healthy person?
This is not merely a psychological but also a

political question. The answer depends partially
on how one defines "healthy person." Sue

(I98I) argues that the conception of mental
health is culturally determined and that sick
ness, health, and treatment are understood dif

ferently in different cultures. Even within mod
em American society, people differ as to
whether they believe it is more healthy to con
form to the dominant cultural standards or to

oppose them. Behind these views lie assump
tions about whether American society is essen
tially nurturant or benign, in which case it
would be healthy to conform; or oppressive, in
which case it would be healthy to rebel. One
sees this in the debate over whether it is healthy
for men and women to conform to traditional

sex roles. These are very much political ques
tions. They are a matter of whether one defends

or opposes the status quo and of which group's
interests within society one will consciously or
unconsciously champion.
It is common for counselors not to examine

the assumptions about society which underlie
their therapeutic orientations. It is easy to adopt
a pose of therapeutic neutrality -"I don't im
pose my values. I help my clients realize theirs "
- and not perceive the subtle ways in which
values, which are implicit in the counselor's
assumptions about what constitutes health,
sickness, and treatment, can be imposed. Given
Vol. 20 No. 2 October 1986
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the political context in which we work, the con
text of a society where power is divided un
equally among diflPerent social groups, it is dif

ficult to develop a therapeutic perspective
about what constitutes a healthy identity. Such
a perspective should be informed by an aware
ness of the points of view of relevant social
groups as well as be consistent with a body of
scientific research and literature.

This difficulty acknowledged, I would like to
venture a try. Stonequist, in 1937, asked the
question this way:

What is the best adjustment for the mar
ginal person? Is it to aim for assimilation,
or turn to nationalism, or to strive for

some intermediary role (N.P.)?
He answered his question as follows:

Psychological integration is promoted by
a realistic interpretation ofthe social situ
ation and by understanding its influence
on the personality. Whatseems generally

essential, if the individual possesses in
sight and wishes to maintain his self re
spect, is that he should not evade the

an honest exploration of all relevant cultural
worlds. It seems to me not completely accurate
because it implies the same dynamics are in
volved in moving towards an assimilationist or
culturally separate identity. Some marginal
people may ultimately decide they feel more
comfortable in hearing settings, but they will
not get over their defensiveness about deafness
until they have processed what it would mean
for them to be deaf. In other words, culturally
marginal hearing-impaired people cannot truly
assimilate, if that is what they wish, until they
cease to be ashamed of their deafness. In order

to become comfortable hearing-identified, they
must first be encouraged to be deaf-identified.
Stonequist's model, while it legitimizes all three
resolutions of marginality, does not state that
the means of resolving marginality must be by
taking on, to some degree and for some time,
the minority identity.
This process can be diagrammed as follows:
FIGURE I

The Psychological Implications of Two Strategies
for Resolving Cultural Marginality
culturally marginal

issues, deceive himself or act in a role

which does not have the fullest possible
support of his deepest thoughts and sen
timents (N.P.).

For Stonequist, it is not the kind of identity

one chooses, but the kind ofunderstanding with
which that identity is lived that determines the
degree of psychological adjustment. Stonequist's position implies that a culturally margi
nal person could make a satisfactory adjustment
by identifying with either the majority or minor
ity community,or by identifying with both, pro
vided the identity is lived in an aware nondogmatic fashion. The essential difference be
tween an unhealthy marginal identity and a

healthy identity which has resolved marginality
is that the former involves a defensive posture
and the latter implies a willing exploration of
cultural patterns and a successful integration
of one's self-concept somewhere among these
possibilities.
This argument seems to me reasonable and

fair, but not completely accurate. It seems
reasonable and fair because it allows for a person
to choose to assimilate or remain culturally
separate and still be considered healthy pro
vided his or her identity is the end-product of
Vol. 20 No. 2 October 1986
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person

intensifies
identification
with hearing world

explores deafness
on personal
and social level

becomes more

develops bicultural

marginal, more
unhappy

more hearing or
more deaf identity

This is only a model, as yet untested by re
search, but it provides a guide for counseling
that is at once respectful ofthe deafcommunity
and consistent with research in other fields.

Like the model developed by Atkinson, Mor
ten, and Sue, it states that one cannot resolve

marginality without first moving through a
separatist stage. Wright (I960) argued that
"Paradoxically, the very attempt to hide the
disability often prevents the person from feeling
a party of the company of mankind in general"
(N.F.). It is indeed ironic, but minorities seem

to gain access to the wider community precisely
by embracing their own subculture first.
Perhaps I have a secret hope that deaf indi
viduals, encouraged to love deaf culture by
hearing individuals, will ultimately choose a
measure of integration into the hearing world.
I am, after all, a hearing individual, and a
separatist Deaf Pride movement must exclude
me. American society is fortunate to be made
9
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up of many subcultures. We hold many views

can't be blamed for wanting some ofthe beauty

as to what is normal and what is true. As indi-

of the deaf world to shine back, illuminating

viduals and as a society we are enriched by
opening to our diversity the ways of being
human. A member ofthe majority culture, such
as a hearing person who counsels deaf people,

our particular hearing limitations. One can't be
blamed for hoping that deaf individuals, finally
allowed to be deaf, will turn and show us how
to be hearing.
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